
 

 

©Designed by Priscilla Kelly for Scrapbook Studio April 2016 KitClub 

Please read through the notes before starting the layout to get an overview of how the layout was assembled 

ALL EDGES WERE INKED WITH A BROWN INK 

1. From your Blue Pack, cut the Palms paper horizontally in half.  Keep the barcode strip 

2. Cut the Kraft Paper in the pack also in half and join it to the first 2 papers – use the photo as a guide.  Priscilla 

had a bottom left light woodgrain and top right woodgrain. 

3. From the Netting paper (Netting side) cut off the barcode strip and then a piece measuring 9cm x 30.5cm 

from the bottom – so that you have a piece with the netting.  Put this aside for the single page. 

4. From the Shoreline paper, cut a 4cm strip and a 2cm strip. 

5. From the remaining piece, using the woodgrain side, cut 3 strips measuring 5cm x 30.5cm and two pieces 3cm 

x 30.5cm. Cut a “v” into the 5cm strips and cut off 2cm from two pieces and 5cm from one piece. 

6. From the Shells paper, cut 3 strips measuring 6cm x 30.5cm. Cut 2cm off one piece and cut a “v” into the 

strips.  Matt the first strips onto these (use the photo as a guide).  These banners go behind the photos on the 

right page. 

7. Cut a “v” into the pieces your cut off to create the small banner on the left page. 

8. Colour your Photo frames and little white blocks using any dye/liquid ink of your choice. Add some ink to your 

craft sheet (we used dark blue, Turquoise and a light blue/sea green) and mist it with water.  Dip your papers 

into the ink and leave it to dry.  Wait for the first layer to dry before you add more ink if you want to make the 

colour deeper. When these are completely dry, glue the photos behind them and matt them onto brown 

cardstock.  Round the corners with a 5mm corner rounder. Use the circle templates from your pack – the 

small one, and cut out 3 coloured circles. Use the larger template and cut out 3 brown circles.  Layer the 

coloured circles onto the brown circles and add some steering wheels from your sticker sheet. 

9. Sand and matt your other photos first onto dark blue cardstock and then onto dark brown. Glue them to the 

left page.  

10. Add glitter to your title as follows.  Working on a typing paper that has been folded in half, cover certain areas 

with Anita’s 3D Gloss or Glossy Accents.  Sprinkle with your choice of glitter.  Move on to the next section, and 

repeat the step with another colour glitter until your title is completely covered. Remember to put the glitter 

back into the packets for future use. 

11. From your sticker sheet, remove the shells and other stickers you would like to add to your page and glue 

them down.  Priscilla highlighted some areas with Anita’s 3D Gloss and the glitter in the packs in your kit. 

12. Add strips and stickers and other elements as it suits your photos and your layout. 

13. Add barcode strips, string, the punched border (layer this onto one of the 3cm and 4cm strips you cut in the 

beginning from the Shoreline and Netting papers) 

14. Now you can just play with your remaining elements – use the photo as a guideline and make the page your 

own! 
 


